Mediator is a large, multisubunit complex that is essential for transcription of mRNA by RNA Pol II in eukaryotes and is believed to bridge transcriptional activators and the general transcription machinery. However, several recent studies suggest that the requirement for Mediator during transcriptional activation is not universal, but rather activator dependent, and may be indirect for some genes. Here we have investigated Mediator association with several constitutively transcribed genes in yeast by comparing a yeast strain that harbors a temperature-sensitive mutation in an essential Mediator subunit, Srb4, with its wild-type (WT) counterpart. We find modest association of Mediator with constitutively active genes and show that this association is strongly decreased in srb4 ts yeast, whereas association with a nontranscribed region or repressed gene promoters is lower and unaffected in the mutant yeast. The tail module of Mediator remains associated with ribosomal protein (RP) gene promoters in srb4 ts yeast, while subunits from the head and middle modules are lost. Tail module association at Rap1-dependent gene promoters is lost in rap1 ts yeast, indicating that Rap1 is required for Mediator recruitment at these gene promoters and that its recruitment occurs via the tail module. Pol II association is also rapidly and severely affected in srb4 ts yeast, indicating that Mediator is directly required for pol II association at constitutively transcribed genes. Our results are consistent with Mediator functioning as a general transcription factor in yeast.
Mediator is a large, multisubunit complex that is essential for transcription of mRNA by RNA Pol II in eukaryotes and is believed to bridge transcriptional activators and the general transcription machinery. However, several recent studies suggest that the requirement for Mediator during transcriptional activation is not universal, but rather activator dependent, and may be indirect for some genes. Here we have investigated Mediator association with several constitutively transcribed genes in yeast by comparing a yeast strain that harbors a temperature-sensitive mutation in an essential Mediator subunit, Srb4, with its wild-type (WT) counterpart. We find modest association of Mediator with constitutively active genes and show that this association is strongly decreased in srb4 ts yeast, whereas association with a nontranscribed region or repressed gene promoters is lower and unaffected in the mutant yeast. The tail module of Mediator remains associated with ribosomal protein (RP) gene promoters in srb4 ts yeast, while subunits from the head and middle modules are lost. Tail module association at Rap1-dependent gene promoters is lost in rap1 ts yeast, indicating that Rap1 is required for Mediator recruitment at these gene promoters and that its recruitment occurs via the tail module. Pol II association is also rapidly and severely affected in srb4 ts yeast, indicating that Mediator is directly required for pol II association at constitutively transcribed genes. Our results are consistent with Mediator functioning as a general transcription factor in yeast.
Rap1 ͉ transcription T ranscription of mRNA coding genes in eukaryotes involves the action of coregulator complexes, in addition to activators and the general transcription machinery. Activators, binding to sites upstream of the core promoter (up to a few hundred bp distant in yeast, and considerably farther in metazoans), interact with the general transcription machinery with the help of coactivator complexes. Two types of coactivator complexes have been identified that can act as a bridge between activators and the general transcription machinery. One type comprises the TAF (TBP-associated factor)-containing complexes, which include the TFIID and SAGA complexes, and the other is the Mediator complex (1, 2) .
Mediator was discovered in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae through the observation that purified activators and the general transcription machinery were not sufficient for activated transcription in vitro (3) . Biochemical purification identified Mediator as a large complex that allowed activator-dependent transcription in vitro, while results from genetic experiments also suggested a role for Mediator as coactivator. Subsequent investigations supported this view, and the importance of Mediator in mRNA transcription has been demonstrated both for individual genes and on a genomewide basis (1, (4) (5) (6) . Mediator is structurally and functionally conserved across eukaryotes, comprising 25-30 subunits (7, 8) . Structural and biochemical studies have revealed that Mediator exists in an extended conformation, with 3 distinct modules termed the head, middle, and tail; subunits from the individual modules often share genetic properties (9, 10) . In vivo, Mediator appears to be a direct target of activators and is recruited to gene promoters at the preinitiation stage of transcription (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . Mediator in turn facilitates recruitment of the preinitiation complex (PIC) to promoters (17, 18) . Recruitment of pol II is probably achieved in part by direct contacts between the carboxyl-terminal domain (CTD) of the Rpb1 subunit and the head and middle modules of Mediator (19, 20) . In addition, there is evidence that Mediator participates in ''basal,'' or nonactivated transcription (6, 21, 22) .
A large body of work has led to the general view that Mediator acts as a global regulator of transcription by communicating regulatory information between gene-specific activators and the general transcription machinery (2) . One early and key piece of evidence for this view was the finding that in a med17/srb4 ts mutant yeast strain, the vast majority (over 90%) of pol II transcribed genes show decreased transcription at the restrictive temperature (4, 6) . However, the role of Mediator as a general transcription factor has been questioned in some recent reports. In a study in which chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was used to examine association of Mediator with gene promoters in yeast, it was reported that although high levels of Mediator subunits were observed associated with genes activated by heat shock or growth in galactose medium, association with constitutively transcribed genes, including the highly expressed RP genes, was not significantly above background (23) . Another recent study in mammals reported that activation of the SNAT2 gene by its activator ATF4 does not lead to enhanced recruitment of Mediator to its promoter (24) . Similarly, Deato and colleagues reported that during skeletal muscle differentiation, several Mediator subunits are severely reduced or absent in myotubes, and correspondingly, the myogenin promoter requires a special cofactor TAF3/TRF3 for transcriptional activation in vitro but does not require Mediator (25) . In contrast to these reports, another study found Mediator to be associated with promoters of many inactive and active genes in S. cerevisiae (26) . Clearly, a consensus has not yet been reached on the general role of Mediator in transcription in vivo.
To address the general requirement for Mediator in transcriptional activation of pol II transcribed genes, we have investigated Mediator association with constitutively transcribed genes in yeast, using a more sensitive approach than was used previously. Specifically, we have performed ChIP to examine Mediator association with promoters of constitutively transcribed genes in wild-type (WT) yeast and in a med17/srb4 ts mutant yeast strain. By comparing association at the restrictive temperature, which causes dissociation of the head module of Mediator (27, 28) , we show that Mediator is associated with constitutively transcribed genes and is required for pol II recruitment to these genes. Our results are consistent with the view of Mediator as a component of the core transcription machinery that is nearly universally required for transcription of mRNA genes.
Results

Mediator Associates Specifically with Several Constitutively Active
Genes. To analyze Mediator association with constitutively active genes, we have used a med17/srb4 ts mutant yeast strain. Med17/ Srb4 is a subunit of the head module of Mediator and is encoded by an essential gene in yeast. In yeast harboring the temperaturesensitive mutation srb4-138, the head module of Mediator is disrupted at 37°C, and mRNA transcription is decreased to less than 20% of WT levels within 30 min of temperature shift and to less than 10% of WT levels within 4 h (4, 6, 27) . We reasoned that by comparing Mediator association at promoter regions in WT and srb4 ts yeast, relative to association with a control nontranscribed region, even low levels of functionally significant association could be detected. To test this hypothesis, we generated isogenic WT and srb4 ts strains from yeast expressing Myc 13 -tagged Med18/Srb5 or Med15/Gal11 or TAP-tagged Med14/Rgr1 (29) . The WT and mutant strains were grown in complete synthetic medium (CSM) at 25°C, rapidly shifted to 37°C, and incubated at 37°C for 45 min to inactivate the Srb4 subunit in the srb4 ts mutant before carrying out ChIP. Serine was added to the medium to induce the CHA1 gene to provide a positive control for Mediator recruitment (29) . Association of Mediator subunits with both core promoter (Ϫ100 bp to ϩ100 bp) and upstream activator sequence (UAS) regions (spanning Rap1 binding sites from 300 to 650 bp upstream of the starting ATG for the RP genes and CDC19, and between 150 bp and 250 bp upstream of the starting ATG for CHA1) was quantified by real time PCR and was normalized to input DNA and to a nontranscribed region of ChrV.
Results of ChIP assays showed only modestly enriched association of Srb5 and Rgr1 with the constitutively transcribed genes examined here (RPS11B, RPL12A, RPS21B, and CDC19) relative to the ChrV control, in general agreement with previous findings (23) (Fig. 1 ) (note that a log 2 scale is used in the figures).
Importantly, the association of Mediator with constitutively transcribed gene promoters, and with the induced CHA1 promoter, was substantially reduced in the srb4 ts mutant ( Fig. 1 A  and C) . Association of Srb5 was also strongly decreased at the UAS region in the srb4 ts mutant (Fig. 1B) . This decrease was not caused by decreased Srb5 levels in the cell, as Western blotting showed equivalent levels in wild-type and srb4 ts yeast (supporting information (SI) Fig. S1) . Surprisingly, although Rgr1 dissociation was seen from the core promoter regions of all transcribed genes examined in srb4 ts yeast (Fig. 1C) , this effect was markedly reduced or absent at the UAS region (Fig. 1D) . This difference in dissociation of Rgr1 was observed at CHA1 as well. Nonetheless, the lower association seen in srb4 ts yeast at core promoters for both Srb5 and Rgr1, and at the UAS region for Srb5, indicates that association of Srb5 and Rgr1 with these genes depends on Mediator integrity more than their association with the ChrV control does, suggesting the latter represents nonspecific association or background immunoprecipitation.
Previous studies on Mediator association with constitutively active genes, performed using yeast grown in YPD medium (23) or CSM (26), came to different conclusions. We therefore also analyzed Srb5 association by carrying out ChIP on WT and srb4 ts yeast grown in YPD medium and compared the results with those obtained from yeast grown in CSM. We observed results similar to those shown in Fig. 1 for Srb5 association using yeast grown in YPD medium (Fig. S2 ), suggesting that these growth conditions have little effect on Mediator association with the genes assayed here.
These ChIP results indicate that the head and middle modules of Mediator are associated specifically with constitutively transcribed gene promoters, consistent with a widespread involvement of Mediator in transcription.
In addition to its association with active genes, Mediator has been reported to be present at some inactive gene promoters (26) and at nontranscribed regions of the yeast genome (30) . To analyze Mediator presence on inactive genes, we used ChIP to monitor Srb5 and Rgr1 association with the SPO13 and PLM2 
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Normalized IP/Input (log2) genes, neither of which is expressed under the experimental conditions used in this study (31) . No significant enrichment was observed by ChIP either for Srb5 or Rgr1 at the SPO13 or PLM2 core promoter regions in wild-type yeast ( Fig. 1 A and C) . Furthermore, no decrease in association was observed in the srb4 ts mutant. We conclude that Mediator does not associate with the inactive promoters of SPO13 and PLM2, thus further confirming that the low level of Mediator enrichment observed on constitutively transcribed genes shown in Fig. 1 is functionally significant.
Mediator Recruitment at RP Gene Promoters Is Rap1 Dependent.
Previous studies in yeast, Drosophila, and human cells have indicated direct interaction of Mediator subunits with enhancerbound activators, pointing to a general role of Mediator as a coactivator (32, 33) . If Mediator plays a functional role at RP genes and other constitutively transcribed genes in yeast, we would therefore expect its presence to depend on the activators for those genes. To test this idea, we asked whether Mediator association is activator dependent. All 3 RP gene promoters and CDC19 have Rap1 binding sites in their upstream regions (34, 35) . At RP gene promoters, Rap1 is required for association of Fhl1 and Ifh1 and concomitant activation (36) . To test whether Mediator association with these genes depends on Rap1, we constructed a rap1 ts mutant yeast strain expressing Myc 13 tagged Srb5 and then analyzed association of Srb5 by ChIP after a temperature shift to 37°C for 1 h. The results show that Srb5 association with RPS11B, RPL12A, and RPS21B is greatly reduced in rap1 ts yeast compared to WT, both at core promoter ( Fig. 2A ) and UAS regions (Fig. 2B) . No loss was observed at CHA1 in the rap1 ts mutant, verifying selective dependence on Rap1. Although the CDC19 promoter has a Rap1 binding site, little if any dependence on Rap1 was seen for Srb5 recruitment at this promoter, indicating that Mediator recruitment is independent of Rap1 at CDC19. Consistent with this result, expression of CDC19 was not altered at nonpermissive temperature in rap1 ts mutant yeast (37) .
These results demonstrate that Rap1 is required to recruit Mediator to Rap1-dependent RP genes.
Independent Recruitment of the Tail Module of Mediator.
Previously we showed that in srb4 ts mutant yeast at nonpermissive temperature, recruitment of Srb5 and Rgr1 from the head and middle modules of Mediator to the induced CHA1 promoter was reduced, while recruitment of Gal11 from the tail module was unimpaired (29) . To examine Gal11 association with constitutively transcribed gene promoters, we again used WT and srb4 ts yeast strains expressing a Myc 13 -tagged Gal11 subunit and performed ChIP from yeast after a 45-min shift to 37°C. We found low levels of Gal11 at all constitutively transcribed genes examined here (about 2-fold higher than seen at the nontranscribed ChrV region), with no reduction in srb4 ts mutant yeast compared to WT (Fig. 3 A and B) . Similar association was observed at core promoter and UAS regions.
These data could reflect recruitment of the tail module independently of the head and middle modules of Mediator, or they could indicate that the tail module does not associate with the genes that we have examined. To distinguish between these alternatives, we analyzed Gal11 association with ribosomal and glycolytic gene promoters in rap1 ts mutant yeast by introducing the Myc 13 -tagged Gal11 subunit into this yeast strain. Several previous studies suggest that different activators can interact with the tail module of Mediator (36, 41, 42) . If Rap1-dependent recruitment of Mediator at RP gene promoters similarly depends on the tail module, we should see reduction in the association of tail module in a rap1 ts strain in contrast to the srb4 ts mutant strain, where we observed no change.
ChIP performed at 37°C showed severe reduction in the association of Gal11 at all 3 RP gene promoters in rap1 ts compared to WT yeast strains (Fig. 3 C and D) . No change in Gal11 association was observed at the CHA1 promoter between WT and rap1 ts yeast, indicating that the effect of the rap1 ts mutant is specific to the RP gene promoters. Another subunit from the tail module of Mediator, Med2, also showed reduced association in rap1 ts yeast compared to WT, confirming Rap1-dependent recruitment of the tail module to RP genes ( Fig. S3 A and B) .
Taken together, these results demonstrate that Rap1 recruits Mediator to RP gene promoters by interacting, directly or indirectly, with its tail module. Our findings also confirm the continued presence of the tail module at these genes at 37°C in srb4 ts mutant yeast, despite the loss of association of middle and head module subunits.
Pol II Recruitment Is Rapidly and Severely Affected at Constitutively
Transcribed Gene Promoters in srb4 ts Mutant Yeast. Although the large majority of genes transcribed by pol II show decreased transcription in srb4 ts yeast at 37°C (6), it is possible that some genes are affected indirectly (23) . For such genes, we would expect to see a delayed effect on pol II association. To examine this possibility, we monitored pol II association with gene promoters at short intervals after temperature shift. Shifting temperature to 37°C led to rapidly reduced association of Rpb3 for the 3 RP gene promoters examined even in WT yeast, consistent with earlier work demonstrating effects of mild heat shock on both transcription and stability of mRNA encoding ribosomal proteins (Fig. S4) (38) . To reduce effects of stress response, we therefore shifted cells to 34°C instead of 37°C (39) . At 25°C, Srb5 association with core promoter regions was indistinguishable for wild-type and srb4 ts yeast for all 5 genes examined and was substantially reduced in srb4 ts yeast within 2 min after shifting to 34°C (Fig. 4 A and B) . As expected, association remained low in srb4 ts relative to wild-type yeast at later time points (10 min and 30 min after temperature shift) (Fig. S5 A  and B) , and was not as greatly affected as at 37°C (compare Fig. 1 A  to Fig. S5B) . Similarly, pol II association was the same in wild type and srb4 ts yeast at 25°C, was substantially reduced in srb4 ts yeast after 2 min shift to 34°C (Fig. 4 C and D) , and remained at lower levels than in wild type after 10 min and 30 min at 37°C (Fig. S5  C and D) . These results strongly suggest that Mediator has a direct role in recruitment of pol II at these and likely the majority of constitutively transcribed genes in yeast.
Discussion
The yeast Mediator complex was discovered as an activity that could facilitate activator-dependent transcription by RNA pol II in vitro, and individual components of the complex were shown to be the products of genes that had been identified in genetic screens as contributing to transcriptional activation in vivo. These findings strongly suggested that Mediator is a bona fide coactivator in vivo. Subsequent work showed that loss of Mediator function in the srb4 ts mutant led to loss of the preponderance of pol II transcription in yeast, leading to a widely accepted view that Mediator, like general transcription factors such as TFIID, participates in most pol II transcription. This notion was further supported by recent findings that Mediator can also stimulate basal transcription in vitro (21) . Consistent with these findings, Mediator is recruited to the promoters of many inducible genes in both yeast and higher eukaryotes (18, 29, 40, 41) . However, it remained possible that Mediator does not function directly at all genes, and that transcriptional defects caused by loss of Mediator could be the result of indirect effects at many genes. In support of the latter view, Mediator association was found not to be significantly different from the background level at a large proportion of yeast promoters in cells grown in YPD (23, 42) . In contrast, another study found Mediator to be associated with upstream regions of a large number (Ϸ1,200) of genes, and with coding sequences of many genes, in yeast grown in CSM (26) . Similarly, Mediator association with a large number of both intergenic regions and coding sequences was reported in fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) (43) . More recently, comparison of Mediator association at promoters in yeast grown in YPD and in CSM suggested that although differences in growth conditions could account for a small proportion of the discrepant results published previously, the greater portion of the discrepancy could not be explained in this way (42) .
Here, we have examined Mediator association with several constitutively active genes-3 RP genes and CDC19, also known as PYK1-by comparing ChIP of Mediator subunits in WT and srb4 ts yeast at the restrictive temperature. Normalization to a nontranscribed region of chromosome V controls for nonspecific effects, for example nontargeted association of Mediator to open regions of chromatin. Nontargeted effects were indeed seen in these ChIP experiments, as they have been in others; stronger ChIP signals are typically observed at control regions in the presence of antibody than in its absence (data not shown). However, if the measured association of Mediator subunits to promoter regions occurred through such nonspecific effects, we would expect to see proportional losses at all such regions. In contrast, we observed increased loss of Mediator head and middle subunits (Srb5 and Rgr1) in srb4 ts compared to WT yeast at the gene promoters examined, relative to ChrV (and also relative to a tRNA gene; data not shown). These findings strongly suggest that Mediator is stabilized at these promoters by additional protein-protein interactions whose loss in the mutant yeast results in a greater decrease in association than is seen at control regions. This finding therefore indicates specific recruitment, and therefore a likely functional role, of Mediator at constitutively active genes in yeast. Consistent with this interpretation, we also observe reduced association of Mediator in rap1 ts yeast specifically at genes under control of Rap1. In further support of a direct, functional role of Mediator at constitutively active genes, we observed decreased pol II association within 10 min of inactivation of Mediator, and in some cases within 2 min, strongly arguing for direct effects.
Mediator has in some cases been found more closely associated with UAS regions than proximal promoter regions, consistent with activator-dependent recruitment (15, 44) . We found association of Srb5 with both UAS and core promoter regions, even when these regions were separated by over 500 bp ( Fig. 1 A and B) . A recent genomewide localization study also reported a relatively broad distribution of Mediator binding, encompassing about 200 bp upstream of the transcription start site (45) . This breadth could ref lect a range of preferred binding sites at different promoters or, alternatively, could indicate that Mediator is distinctly present at both UAS and proximal promoter regions (perhaps at different times) of active genes. There is precedence for this idea in studies of the HO promoter in yeast and heat shock promoters in Drosophila (44, 46) . Interestingly, Rgr1 association with the core promoter regions of the genes examined here was substantially decreased in srb4 ts yeast, but association of Rgr1 with the UAS region showed a less marked decrease (Fig. 1 C and D) . Rgr1 bridges the middle and tail modules of Mediator (10). One possible explanation for our observations is that Rgr1 interactions with other tail module subunits are not sufficient to retain Rgr1 at core promoter regions, while the combination of interactions with other tail subunits and interactions with the activator allow it to be retained at the UAS region in srb4 ts yeast. Alternatively, a change in conformation of the Mediator complex could occur as it moves (if this is the case) from the UAS to the core promoter region, thereby altering Rgr1 interactions. Additional investigations will be needed to address this issue.
Mediator complex has also been reported to be associated with the promoters of inactive genes in yeast, suggesting that it may prime genes for activation (26) . We did not observe any detectable Mediator association with the inactive genes that we examined (Fig. 1) . At least 1 of the genes (ZRT2) denoted as inactive in the study of Andrau et al., and found to be associated with Mediator, is active in yeast growing in CSM according to microarray data (31) . Another gene, ROX1, was indicated as being inactive under the anaerobic growth conditions used in the study, but the experimental conditions reported did not indicate that anaerobic growth conditions were actually used (26) . Lack of transcriptional activity was, however, supported by very low pol II association in ChIP measurements with these genes. Further investigation will be needed to understand whether and to what extent Mediator associates with the promoters of inactive genes.
Previously we reported recruitment of the tail module of Mediator to the CHA1 promoter, even in the absence of head and middle module recruitment, in srb4 ts yeast (29) . Here we find similar independent recruitment of the tail module to 3 RP genes and to CDC19 in srb4 ts yeast, despite loss of head and middle module recruitment. Similarly, Hinnebusch and coworkers observed continued Gcn4-mediated recruitment of the tail module in sin4⌬ yeast, while the head and middle modules were no longer recruited to the genes monitored (47) . We observed loss of tail module association at RP genes in rap1 ts yeast, consistent with previous studies suggesting that the tail module is the principal target of activators (17, 32) . However, subunits from all 3 modules of Mediator were found to show decreased association with genes activated by Gal4 in srb4 ts yeast (27, 28) . The extent to which recruitment of Mediator depends primarily on the tail module on a genomewide basis and whether the tail module exerts additional functions that are independent of the middle and head modules remain to be seen.
In summary, we have shown here that Mediator associates with several constitutively expressed genes in yeast and is likely to contribute directly to recruitment of pol II. Mediator is evidently targeted to RP genes by a Rap1-dependent mechanism via the tail module, and the tail module can stably associate with gene promoters independently of the middle and head modules. Our results support the notion of Mediator as a general, although possibly not universal, transcription factor (1, 21) .
Materials and Methods
Yeast Strains and Growth. Yeast cultures were grown on complete synthetic medium lacking appropriate amino acids (6.7 g/L YNB w/o AA, 2% glucose, and dropout mix) or YPD (20 g/L bactopeptone, 10 g/L yeast extract, 2% glucose, 0.15 g/L L-tryptophan). Rapid temperature shifts were achieved by addition of prewarmed media to cultures grown at 25°C. Transformation of yeast was performed using a standard lithium acetate method (48) .
Strains used in this study are listed in Table S1 . Strain RMY419 was derived from CBY10037 (a generous gift of Charlie Boone, University of Toronto) by replacing the chromosomal SRB5 gene with SRB5-13MYC::HIS3, using standard methods (49 Cha1coreF  5Ј ATC AAA TTG TTT GCG ATG AGA TAA GATA 3Ј  Cha1coreR  5Ј GAA GCC TTT CCG GGG AAG AAT TGA CG 3Ј  Cha1UASF  5Ј CAC CGC GAA CGG AAA CTA ATG AGT 3Ј  Cha1UASR  5Ј GTC CCT TTT ATC TTA TCT CAT CGC 3Ј  RPS11BcoreF  5Ј GCT GAA GAC TTA GAG GAA ACG TAT 3Ј  RPS11Bcore R  5Ј TCG AGC AAT TTT CCT TTC CGT ACT 3Ј  RPS11BUASF  5Ј GAA GAA ATA TTT CCT TGC TGC ACC 3Ј  RPS11BUASR  5Ј AAG GGA AAC GTA AAG CTA TTG GAC 3Ј  RPL12Acore  5Ј CAA GGC TTC TTT GAG TTA CAG TTC 3Ј  RPL12AcoreR  5Ј GAC CAA TCT TTG GAG CCA AAG CAG 3Ј  RPL12AUASF  5Ј ATA CCC TGT TTA ACA TCC GAA CAC 3Ј  RPL12AUASR  5Ј GCA CTG CAT TTT ACC AGC TTA CAA 3Ј  RPS21BcoreF  5Ј TCG GCT CTG TAT AAT GTA AGA ACT 3Ј  RPS21BcoreR  5Ј CTT TGC GCG CCA TCA TCT GCT ATA 3Ј  RPS21BUASF 5Ј CTT CTG GGG AGA TTA CCT TTT GAC 3Ј RPS21BUASR 5Ј CAC CGA TGA AGA GAA CCA GAA TAA 3Ј CDC19coreF 5Ј GGT CCC CTT TCA AAG TTA TTC TCT 3Ј CDC19coreR 5Ј CAA GTC AGA ACC AGC AAC AAC GTT 3Ј CDC19UASF 5Ј AAA AAA TGT ACA CCC AGA CAT CGG 3Ј CDC19UASR 5Ј CCC AAT CTG TCG ATG GCA AAA CGA 3Ј ChrV up 5Ј GGC TGT CAG AAT ATG GGG CCG TAG TA 3Ј ChrV down 5Ј CAC CCC GAA GCT TTC ACA ATA C 3Ј NtRNAQ F 5Ј AAT CTG TAT TCA AAA AAA GGT CCT ACC C 3Ј NtRNAQ R 5Ј AAT ATT ACA AGA AGT CCT GGT CCT ATA G 3Ј
